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Welcome to New Board Members
The Kearney Area Animal Shelter is pleased to announce two new board members as of the February 25th meeting.
Chrystal Snider is the owner of Platte Valley Tap House and a Kearney High School graduate. She
attended the University of Nebraska-Kearney and has been actively involved with
the Kearney Area Chamber of Commerce and the 4-H Club. Chrystal is excited to
be involved with the Shelter and plans to help the Shelter through her knowledge
of the community and her organizational skills.
Dr. Martin Tilley is an Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeon with a private practice in
Kearney. He is a founding member of the M.I.K.E Foundation (Musicians Investing
Kindness & Energy), a local charitable organization made up of musicians, who
use their talents to help fellow musicians. Martin is also passionate about animal
welfare and has a love of animals.

S.O.S: Sustain Our Shelter - We Need You!
Did you know that the Kearney Area Animal Shelter must rely on a reserve fund to meet our
expenses and cover the cost of operations each month? As that resource continues to be
depleted, it has become clear this cannot be our long-term solution.
Will you consider becoming our partner in protecting and caring for the lost, abandoned,
and abused pets of Kearney and all of Buffalo County by participating in our new
S.O.S. Project? If we all give a little, we can accomplish a lot and Sustain Our Shelter! You
can join us by visiting our website and clicking on the Donate button! Our objective is to
establish a consistent and reliable means of funding our operation through recurring donations, allowing us to continue
serving this area.
The Kearney Area Animal Shelter is thrilled to play a part in bringing homeless
pets together with their new families and reuniting lost pets with their
owners. Keeping them safe, healthy, and off the streets in the meantime is our
passion and our privilege. Please, join us and help us Sustain Our Shelter!
SOS members to date are: Andrea Eastman, Kim Atchison, Shane Cochran,
Jenna Derr & David Schanbacher, Judy & Bob Derr, Travi Evens, Abby Froom,
Tom & Kathy Feltes, Kate Fly, Donyel Isaac, Vashi Maring, Jan McCraken,
Marion McDermott, Steven McGahan, Greg & Shelbi Methe, Elizabeth
Roetman, Laura Rozema, Lisa Schoene, Carol Wahl, & John Younger.
THANK YOU for your support!!
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An Adoption Story – Twisted Sisters, by Tiffany Jacoby
I decided to adopt a kitten when I lost my older cat and her sister was very lonely. I went to the
Kearney Area Animal Shelter and found two sisters that had to go together, and they were SO
cute and lovey. I was informed that they did have a disability (radial hypoplasia, i.e. “twisty cats”),
and that I would have to accommodate their special needs. I didn't notice much difference in
their behavior since they got around so well. The only obstacle I could think of was introducing
them to their older sister, Smudgy, who was around seven at the time.
I didn't think long about it and before I knew it I was preparing my house for two babies. I knew I
would have to keep them separate from Smudgy for a bit until she got used to their smell. I
borrowed a large dog crate from a friend, large enough to hold a litter box, food, water, and two
baby girls. The Shelter initially thought they were boys so I had to rename them. One of them,
who was kind of quiet and shy, has all sorts of different, beautiful colors on her back so I named
her Skittles. The other one, who had a lot of trouble with her legs, let out a squeak any time I
came around. So, of course, I named her Squeaky.
After I brought them home, Smudgy wasn't so sure and she spent a lot of time sniffing the crate
and her new sisters. After a few weeks, I let them run free...and boy did they run. Skittles did just
fine with her crippled legs, as she doesn't have much of a disability. She was able to run
and jump on EVERYTHING. Her sister, Squeaky, on the other hand was obviously deformed
on both of her front legs and one of her back hips/leg doesn't bend. This didn't stop her
from running around like crazy though. She appears to 'army crawl' when she walks or
runs. Neither one of them are able to retract their claws as well so I invested in several
scratching posts so my furniture wouldn't suffer too much.
I had to make a few adjustments for Squeaky. I got a smaller litter box so she could get in,
since jumping wasn't her strongest suit. I also have a very tall bed so I made some stairs out
of boxes so she could get on the bed.
Fast forward 2 years and they are thriving. Skittles is healthy and chunky, and I've noticed
that her 2 front feet turn outward a little more, as well as a slight limp on her back leg. She
still runs around like crazy unless there are strangers around, then she hides. Squeak is able
to go up and down the stairs, slowly but surely and with a purpose. She also took a while to
gain some weight but with her canned food in the morning she's getting a belly on her as
well. She's able to get in the tall and short litter box and jumps on my bed with ease. She
also jumps off my chair with no problem.
My life has been enriched with both of them in my life as they love their mama. Smudgy
also loves having the company, even though she gets picked on by Squeaky most of the
day. They are often found cuddling together and giving each other baths. I recommend to
my friends all the time to adopt, especially if there are sisters, to adopt them
together. They are happier with each other and I am happier with them.

Microchip your Pet for Peace of Mind
A microchip is a permanent method of electronic identification. It’s very small and is implanted just under the skin at
the back of a pet’s neck and can be scanned to identify your pet. Each chip has a unique number that can be scanned
and your pet identified. Without a chip, if your pet is lost, it can be very difficult to prove ownership.
For only $30 per pet, KAAS can microchip your pet and give you peace of mind. Call the Shelter for more information, or
to make an appointment and protect your pet! 308-237-7387.
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An Adoption Story 2 - Love is Blind, by Neta and Kim Deyo
Would you believe my name is Macey Mae, Macey Jo, or Macey Moo? Would you also believe I’m blind? But don’t let
that fool you! My family is teaching me to see using words that keep me safe and out of trouble. You may be surprised
to learn that I have also taught them in ways you cannot begin to imagine. You ought to see me
run around the yard with my Bully and Dane sisters – what fun! Dad has even figured out how to
slow me down just a little so even he can catch me!!
I’ve never been spoiled, but I have toys that make noises, so I can find them, and yes, I too can
retrieve for great rewards. My hardest task in life has been learning the stairs. Up is great, down
is unknown and it’s a little awkward, but I’m an amazingly quick learner.
I am a little vocal when people won’t talk to me (even mom when she comes home), but for the
most part everyone is nice, so I can recognize them – even if I can’t see them. My nose and ears
are working constantly overtime, and I can evaluate people quicker than you can. P.S. I love
everybody.
If you ever see me out and about, I’ll be the one constantly protected by a leash and harness. I
may speak at you, but I’m extremely friendly. Don’t scold me if I lick you a little, because it helps
me identify who you are.
Life is great, and you’d never know a handicap exists in my life – I’ve never known different.
Thank you to everyone who gave me the RIGHT chance, even the ones who discarded me. My
home is super
special, and these
guys love me
unconditionally.

Second Chance Sponsors
Second Chance Sponsor is a program that partners community businesses with
the Kearney Area Animal Shelter to carry out our mission and help increase Shelter funding.
Each month, a Shelter pet will be chosen and photographed. The selected pet,
along with your business’s logo, will be promoted on Kearney Area Animal Shelter’s Facebook page and website. The
sponsorship will be posted once a week for the month that your business sponsors to promote your business as well
as feature the adoptable pet.
A $200 donation from your business for the sponsorship is asked to offset the cost KAAS incurs while preparing a cat
or dog for adoption. This does not replace the cost of the adoption fee for the animal. The sponsorship covers the expenses of an animal’s vaccinations, spay or neuter, and microchipping costs. The goal of the Second Chance Sponsor
program is to increase funding, community support, and pet adoptions.
Second Chance Sponsors so far include: Central Plains Aesthetic Surgery, Cochran Law, Dobish Construction, Great
Western Bank, Lucky Dog’s Boutique, and JNB Stables. Thank you so much for supporting our adoptable animals!!
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Save the Date for the 3rd Annual Moonlight Masquerade
The 3rd Annual Moonlight Masquerade date has been set for October 25th at the
Ramada Inn in Kearney.
This annual event raises funds to support the mission of the Kearney Area Animal Shelter
– to educate people about the proper humane care and treatment of companion animals;
to encourage and promote pet adoption and population control; to prevent animal
cruelty, suffering and neglect; to provide shelter for abused, neglected and homeless
companion animals.
Plans for the fundraising event include a silent auction, entertainment, a wine pull,
delicious food, a photo booth, and caricatures. Sponsorships will be available in the next
few months and board members will be seeking silent auction donations. If you are
interested in donating, please call the Shelter or a board member. Watch our FaceBook
page and website for updates!

Welcome to the New Staff at KAAS
Dr. Paola and Dr. Brandon Beebout joined the Kearney Area Animal Shelter as our contracted
veterinarians in December. They are resident vets at Hilltop Pet Clinic and have extensive
experience in shelter medicine.
Dr. Pao and Dr. Brandon have gone above and beyond by reviewing all cleaning policies and
products, educating our staff regarding issues like ringworm, alternative treatments, and
preventative care. We feel so fortunate they are sharing their talents with our staff and pets!
Erin Kreutzer is the Shelter’s Licensed Veterinary Technician, having
joined the Shelter in November 2018. She graduated in 2009 from Curtis,
and previously worked with large animals for many years.
Erin and husband Jonathan have two kids, Maverick and Emmaleigh. The family also includes three
horses, one dog and a cat named Oreo, who she adopted from the Shelter. Erin’s hobbies include
spending time outdoors, and quality time with her family. Her dream date, if she was single, would
be sharing a bag of Oreos with Chris Pratt while telling him about the time she sifted her former
boss’s severed finger out of the dirt . Yum!
Shannon DeWitt is our Community Outreach Coordinator, which is a brand new position for the
Kearney Area Animal Shelter. She joined the team in February. Shannon has previously volunteered
for a number of animal shelters in Colorado and has a true passion for helping animals and getting
the community involved.
Shannon is married to Adam, a vet tech, and has two dogs and one cat. Her hobbies include kayaking,
fishing, and swimming. She also enjoys spending time outdoors, so much so, that one of her bucket
list goals is to visit every US National Park. She is well on her way having been to 20 of the 60 current
parks.
Stop by the Shelter and say hello to our new staff– they’d love to meet you, give you a tour, and show you all the recent
improvements to the Shelter!
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Adoptable Animals Available at the Shelter
Ahoy Captain!
Meet our handsome and very sweet boy who has a special story. Captain came to the shelter as a
stray with ringworm. Ringworm is not life threatening when treated, but is highly contagious,
especially in an animal shelter environment where there are multiple animals in tight quarters.

During treatment, Captain had to be isolated so the ringworm would not infect the other shelter
animals. He received antifungal baths 2-3 times a week and oral antifungals to kill the ringworm.
Protocol required anyone contacting him to be fully gowned and gloved due to the contagious
nature of the fungus. Staff and volunteers donated their time to take Captain out for walks, to socialize him, and to
provide mental stimulation so his mind would stay sharp.
After 2 long months in isolation, Captain is completely ringworm free and currently up for adoption! He does well
with kids, loves running and playing, and going for long walks. After all Captain has been through, he truly deserves
to find his forever home. If you are in need of a new crew member, come meet Captain!
Meet Shelly!
Shelly is a cat with special needs. She has a weakened immune system as she has FIV (Feline
Immunodeficiency Virus) which only affects cats. There are a lot of misconceptions around this
virus, but FIV is not as scary as it sounds! The most common route of infection is a deep bite
wound from an FIV positive cat to another cat. Because of this, Shelly does need to be the only
cat in her forever home but can go to a home with dogs. FIV can also be transmitted via blood, in
utero, and from the milk of an infected mother cat. It is very rare for cats to get FIV just from
being around infected cats, sharing food bowls, or from a person touching an FIV-positive cat and
then touching an FIV negative cat. Many FIV positive cats and FIV negative cats live together in the same home for
years without spreading the virus to the non-infected cats.
FIV positive cats have a weaker immune system, so they are more prone to getting infections such as upper
respiratory infections, ringworm, and dental disease just to name a few. Other than that, FIV positive cats tend to
live normal lives and have a normal length of life. Most FIV positive cats handle the disease well, but it is important
to concentrate on treating the secondary illnesses. In the end, there are no proven treatments to rid a cat of FIV.
Shelly is a very sweet and affectionate girl who loves attention and can often be found purring. She loves a good
back scratch and lounging in your lap. Shelly is currently looking for her forever home!

KAAS Cats in Need of Kitty Kasa’s
The Kearney Area Animal Shelter is half way to our goal of having a Kitty Kasa’s Bedroom
Cube in each cat condo, which is awesome news! We have received 13 Kitty Kasa’s
Bedrooms for the cats of KAAS, which means we only have 13 more condos in the
adoption room in need of them!
Kitty Kasa’s Bedroom Cubes are great for the Shelter cats because being in the condos can
be a stressful environment. Having a Kitty Kasa gives each cat the ability to relax and
destress in an enclosed space that they feel safe in! Kitty Kasa's are also great because
they are one of the only cat houses/beds that can be completely disassembled and
sanitized, which is a necessity in a shelter environment.
Please consider purchasing and donating a Kitty Kasa to the Shelter. A BIG thank you to all who have donated already!
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The
Shelter Scoop
by Tex McGruber
Welcome to the second edition! It wasn’t easy, but my agent managed to talk K.A.A.S. into
another installment of “The Shelter Scoop”! All I had to agree to do was collect all the dog bombs
that get dropped in the play yard between now and the Fall Newsletter. Tex McGruber has never
shied away from a turd and I don’t plan to start now!
Those of you who are observant readers should notice a bit of a theme throughout this newsletter:
special needs pets. So often animals that don’t look a certain way or that will require extra effort or expense are passed
over in shelters. These souls are just as deserving of a loving home as the cutest and most handsome animals. While
none of the pets I have adopted were special needs at the time, I’ve had many furry family members develop issues after
we got home, including having a one-eyed dog, an 18 year old cat who is blind in one eye, a diabetic dog who went blind,
an occasionally incontinent dog, and a 3-legged dog.
You might be thinking “Tex McGruber, it doesn’t sound like your house is a very safe place for pets!” Well, my furry
friends do not spend all their time lounging on the couch. We like to get out and live a little and sometimes stuff
happens. Why it all happens to us, we don’t know, but when life give you lemons, you squeeze one into your beer.
What I do know is that taking care of a pet in need creates a strong bond between the two of you. For me, it has been
very fulfilling to continue to provide and care for them even once it becomes more labor intensive, time consuming, and
costly. Please read through these reviews and info, as well as the K.A.A.S Adoption Stories in this newsletter. If you are
so moved and have the means, Tex McGruber would love to see you consider taking in a special needs or senior pet.
While the experience can be heartbreaking, it is one I don’t think you will regret.
WILL’S RED COAT: The Story of One Old Dog Who Chose to Live Again
If you remember our Winter Newsletter, we reviewed the book “Following Atticus”, a book about a
mountain climbing schnauzer. In his second book, author Tom Ryan hits another home run as he
shares the story of his decision to take in an elderly dog from a kill shelter who had little chance of
being adopted.
In “Will’s Red Coat”, Tom details the challenges of bringing the frightened, nearly deaf, and mostly
blind Schnauzer into the serene routine he and Atticus share. After experiencing the dog’s repeated
attempts to bite him, Tom questions his choice. Atticus seems to share these doubts! Knowing
these issues are not the fault of the dog, Tom’s determination to give Will a place to die with dignity
wins out. He resolves to do whatever it takes to overcome Will’s anger and fears.
The surprising story that follows is a triumph of patience, compassion and, most of all, respect between friends. Will
begins to respond and not just survive past the few months he was expected to live, but flourish for 2 ½ years with Tom
and Atticus. Will was transformed into a happy, frolicking fellow with a puppy-like zest for discovery. I think you will
probably agree that both man and dog were blessings to each other.
(Continued on page 7)
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This really is a beautifully told story and so well written. If you’ve ever gone through the geriatric years of a beloved pet,
you will appreciate the bond that develops between Tom and Will. Even though it ends as you might imagine, I would
consider it to be a happy ending. Just as with “Following Atticus”, I wished the story could continue. Fortunately, Tom’s
pack currently includes two scruffy-faced friends in Samwise and Emily, so chances of a third book are promising. In the
meantime, you can follow their adventures on Facebook at: www.facebook.com/FollowingAtticusBook.
Smiley: A Journey of Love (Children’s Non Fiction)
On a cold winter day in Ontario, Canada, vet tech Joanne George and her colleagues had been
assigned to inspect a local puppy mill. They found the dogs to be living in horrible, unsanitary
conditions, with many in need of medical attention. She had no idea when she first saw the little
golden retriever that day, how much they would change each other’s lives.
As is the case with too many dogs born into these situations, the little pup had serious physical
issues. He was born without eyes and with a genetic condition called “dwarfism”. These dogs
may have a larger than normal head, a deformed jaw with a shorter than normal nose, crooked
teeth, and short legs that might be bowed and twisted. Joanne named him Smiley because he
always looked like he had a smile on his face.
Most of the dogs removed from this puppy mill were quickly adopted, but not Smiley. Because of his disabilities, he
required a committed owner willing to provide for his special needs. Joanne eventually realized she and Smiley were
meant for each other. She gave Smiley a safe and loving home where he could gain confidence and thrive. He taught her
about patience, acceptance and perseverance.
This is a great book for educating children about the problem of puppy mills, the importance of animal adoption, and how
fulfilling it can be to bring a special needs pet into the family. Following Smiley’s journey from fright to fulfillment, as he
not only survives, but becomes a world-famous social media star and therapy dog will inspire both kiddos and adults.
“Twisty Cats”
Have you ever heard of a “twisty cat”? Even yours truly, Tex McGruber, didn’t know what it was until two showed up at
the Shelter a couple years ago. You can read about these “Twisted Sisters” in this very newsletter! The term is used to
describe felines with a unique genetic mutation which causes deformities to their forelegs. Radial hypoplasia is a
congenital condition in which the radius bones are underdeveloped. It can range from barely noticeable to crippling.
Although radial hypoplasia typically only affects the paws, cats with the gene for RH can produce offspring with stubs for
front paws, some resembling kangaroos or squirrels, (sometimes referred to a “squittens”) in both appearance and
action. In extreme cases, the bones of the forelegs can become twisted to the point the cats are walking on their knees,
and the long bones of the cat's legs are either shortened or completely absent. This defect affects not only mobility but
can hamper their ability to nurse and defend themselves. Therefore, twisty cats may need to be bottle fed to receive
adequate nourishment and should always be kept indoors for their protection.
Believe it or not, there have actually been instances of humans intentionally engineering this trait. What was their
justification for purposely compromising the basic functions of a cat? Because they were “cute”, unable to kill birds, and
would not shred couches and curtains with their claws because they were
physically unable to do so. I don’t know about y’all, but this makes Tex
McGruber mad enough to spit! Ptooey! If you ever have the opportunity and
ability to help out one of these kitties, I think you will find it to be a rewarding
experience.

Here you can see a severe case of the mutation. This cat was fortunate enough
to be fitted with prosthetics to improve his mobility.
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Thank You, Thank You, Thank You!!!
Thank you to Morris Press! Besides their monthly donation of printing the Animal Shelter adoptable
posters, this month they also printed flyers that will be inserting the city water bills. These printing
donations are such an important tool for getting the word out about our adoptable pets.
Morris Press also stepped up and helped us with snow removal when we needed it. With all the snow
fall we’ve had, it was a crucial need that they filled and we are thankful!
We appreciate Morris Press for helping us with our facility and getting our animals adopted!
Thank you to Bob Derr (Olivia’s
dad!) for donating his time and
talent to craft our incredible new
front desk. This has allowed us to
be more efficient, up to date, and
provides more security for the
administrative assistants.

Shelter Wish List
Beef Knuckles
Chicken Broth
Beef Broth
Marrow Bones
Rawhides
Catnip
Cat Scratchers: stretchandscratch.com
Feliway plug-ins and refills

The front desk project was funded
by the Kearney Keno Grant and
Bob Derr donated all of the labor for the project.
Thanks so much, Bob!!

Please join us for a Ribbon Cutting at the Shelter
on April 28th at 4:00 PM. We can’t wait to show
you all the improvements and changes!

About the Kearney Area Animal Shelter
Board of Directors
Elizabeth Roetman, President
Amy Martinez, Vice-President
Kate Fly, Secretary
Marion McDermott, Past President
Loralea Frank

Steve Lind
Lana Peister
Chrystal Snider
Dr. Martin Tilley
Carol Wahl

Emeritus Board: Scott & Rochelle Morris
Executive Director: Olivia Derr

Contact Information

Hours

Kearney Area Animal Shelter
3205 W Hwy 30
Kearney, NE 68845
308-237-7387
info@kearneyanimalshelter.com

Closed Monday
Tuesday-Friday 1pm-5pm
Saturday 10am-4pm
Sunday 12pm-4pm

Did you know?
A donation to the Kearney Area Animal Shelter directly
impacts animals in YOUR community.
 66% of our budget comes from generous
donations. Your contribution stays local.
 Our animals have no time-limits and we never
euthanize for space. We are dedicated to finding the
perfect home for each pet in our care.


Our Mission Statement
The mission of Kearney Area Animal Shelter (KAAS) is to be
a leader in enhancing the human-animal bond by providing
pet owner support and homeless animal care for the
citizens of Buffalo County and the surrounding region.

Our Objectives






To educate people about the proper humane care and
treatment of companion animals.
To encourage and promote pet adoption and
population control.
To prevent animal cruelty, suffering and neglect.
To provide shelter for abused, neglected and homeless
companion animals.
To provide a responsive team of individuals who will
serve the public in a prompt, courteous, and friendly
manner every day.

Adoptions: 8,344
Reclaimed by Owners: 5,946

